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Why EPRs and SDGs?

• Peer review component and peer learning 
• An already existing and effective tool
• Good experience with contributing to the review of MDGs
• Some SDG issues already partially addressed by EPRs 

(Table 1)
=> Good match for EPRs to contribute to the follow up and 
review of SDGs at national and regional levels







Challenges
• Integrated approach and broader scope of SDGs
⇒Bring additional expertise to the review teams:

– stronger engagement of current partners
– bring in new partners
– some additional financial resources

⇒Enhance participation of other than environmental 
authorities in the reviewed countries

⇒Enhance participation of additional experts to the Expert 
Group on EPRs 



Other mechanisms and tools
• Opportunity to benefit from data and information available 

through other tools
• Need to ensure complementarity and efficiency of efforts 

with other mechanisms
– MEAs reporting processes
– Global mechanisms and processes (UNEP-Live, GEO, 

UPRs…)
– UNECE review mechanisms and processes (Innovation 

Performance Reviews, Country Profiles on Housing and 
Land Management, Studies on Regulatory and 
Procedural Barriers to Trade, Strategic Framework for 
Greening the Economy…)



Options to integrate SDGs in EPRs
“EPR-relevant SDGs”… 
1.To integrate EPR-relevant SDGs into the contents of the 
chapters of the EPR reports. 
2. To introduce a comprehensive chapter on the 
assessment of the progress that a country has made 
towards achieving EPR-relevant SDGs. Such a chapter 
could provide a detailed coverage of all EPR-relevant SDGs.
3. To integrate EPR-relevant SDGs into the contents of the 
chapters of the EPR report and cover in an additional 
chapter those SDGs that were not addressed by other 
chapters and as requested by the country under review.
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